
The following “writing portfolio” has an interesting background story.  My favorite submission for this 

class is entitled “The Ineffectiveness of American Christians,” which begins at the eleventh page. 

 

I began school several years ago.  My application to UTK was initially placed on hold, so I attended 

Pellissippi State Technical Community College in order to begin classes immediately.   

 

My application at PSTCC involved me taking placement exams.  I agreed with the school’s decision to 

send me through remedial math.  But the COMPUTER GRADED WRITING PLACEMENT TEST put 

me into remedial writing.   

 

At Pellissippi, IF a student is placed into two (2) or more remedial classes, then the student IS 

REQUIRED TO TAKE a third remedial class entitled Freshmen Success.    

 

When I received a return phone call from the head of the school regarding this atrocious mistake, I was 

informed that, yes, actually, she did personally read my submission like she promised, and yes, she agrees 

with the computer’s decision that I need to polish up my skills in this area. 

 

The final page of this document is a writing project I received from a classmate.  I was required to “peer 

review” the paragraph, and she mine.  My own submitted paragraph for this assignment is the first title in 

my portfolio, “Studying at Señor Taco.” 

 

My biggest difficulty in this class was the fact that the given writing parameters were too specific.  I 

CANNOT POSSIBLY write about anything using only one paragraph.  I always waste too much time 

worrying about the inappropriate parameters given to me. 
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Studying at Señor Taco 

 

A popular restaurant is the worst place for doing schoolwork.  As a result of a lost bet, I spent an 

entire semester doing my studies only at Señor Taco.  Never would I recommend such a study locale, 

even to the most detestable person.  No matter which way you turn, some distraction or another bombards 

your senses.  The worst distraction is the high volume of incessant noise during the regular dinner rush, 

particularly on Friday and Saturday evenings.  Servers scramble about while yelling at one another; 

unruly children run rampant; the parents juggle these unruly children, who apparently have not learned 

the “Never talk to strangers or throw nachos at them” lesson; and the loud clanging from the kitchen 

paired with Spanish banter and laughing tops it off.  You might as well forget about memorizing any 

French vocabulary words.  It is possible to dodge such nuisances, however.  Just remember to bring 

headphones, which I learned after my first visit.  Hopefully you are not studying hungry, though, because 

along with a busy restaurant comes enticing foods galore.  If you make the mistake of sitting within view 

of the salsa bar as I did on my first study visit, the bright colors of fresh salsa, chopped cilantro, and 

pickled carrots with herbed cucumbers, will avert your gaze from your textbooks without mercy.  

Neglecting to visit the salsa bar multiple times is a sin because of the endless supply of corn chips that the 

diligent servers keep on your table.  What’s worse is that every ninety seconds, a server passes by with a 

deep fried chimichanga or delicious-smelling fish taco platter, destined for another table.  There is only 

one way to skirt the temptation of all-you-can-eat chips and the overpowering aroma of sizzling fajitas: 

make sure you have a fulfilling meal before you arrive.  Luckily, I found viable solutions to the worst 

disruptions.  I aced every class that semester, but in the future, I will study in the library. 
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When I Learned a Manual Transmission 

 

It seems everyone has their own funny stories about being new to a stick shift car.  Mine is from 

one particular afternoon, years ago, when I had only been driving a manual transmission for a few days.  I 

was moving along on the road, thinking I was really cool because I was driving a stick.  The last thing I 

expected before hitting the big hill was the stoplight to turn red before I could speed through.  Of course, 

that is precisely what happened.  I was stopped, facing uphill on the steepest slope in town!  I had prided 

myself as being an adept at avoiding such sticky situations, but this time I royally screwed up.  I 

immediately got an adrenaline rush, and my heart pounded with each new car that stopped in line behind 

me.  I knew this was my moment to either shine or throw in my towel.  When the light turned green, I 

eased up on the clutch a bit, just like they say to, and I gave it a little gas.  The car died.  This is not a 

problem, I thought; I’ll do it the second time.  I started the engine and tried again.  The car shuddered, 

clanged, and then went quiet.  The cars began to honk, and my pulse quickened even more.  Okay, I am 

going to learn to drive uphill in this thing, I said to myself as the cars began beeping for five solid 

seconds.  That day I surely did learn.  I learned by forgetting everyone else’s advice.  On my third 

attempt, I kept the clutch in all the way as I pressed the gas.  I got the engine going pretty fast, about 4000 

RPMs, and then I let out the clutch.  I lurched forward and laid a tire mark, but forward I went!  I swear I 

could hear applause from the cars behind me.  I continued uphill, accelerating, and needed to shift into 

second gear.  Oh my gosh, I thought.  This has to be done very quickly, lest the car lose its momentum.  I 

put the clutch in, and as fast as I could, I yanked the stick down into second.  Then I let the clutch up 

slowly while pressing down on the gas more and more.  Beautiful!  I was happily in second gear.  The rest 

was a breeze.  I had just mastered the ultimate test of manual transmission driving.  I moved uphill from a 

stop. 
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Three Gifts 

 

There are three different types of gifts one might receive for any particular occasion.  The most 

enjoyable kind is the gift received out of the blue, or otherwise not previously requested.  This type of gift 

comes from a very thoughtful person who clearly pays attention to the wants and needs of the recipient, 

for instance, a lovely Italian handbag from a doting father to a daughter.  It might be a tool set from an 

affectionate wife to a husband.  It might even be a reward, such as a car given at a certain life milestone, 

like graduation.  Another type of gift is the one that is requested, which also comes from a thoughtful 

person.  Someone might receive this type during a birthday or Christmas celebration, and it is usually a 

result of a wish list from the recipient.  These are often simpler and less expensive gifts, like video games 

and art supplies.  It could also be an unsolicited gift of service, such as when someone borrows a friend’s 

car and then cleans it in every nook and cranny before returning it.  The third type of gift frequently 

provides for awkward situations, especially if the gift giver is in the room as the package is opened.  This 

is the gift that is purely junk, and given for the sake of simply having a package for someone to open.  

These are most often reserved for Christmas.  It might be a hideous plaid sweater with a Scottish terrier 

appliqué from  a distant grandfather, or a “his and hers” fake gold watch set from the in-laws, or even 

polka-dotted pantyhose meant to fit an eight- to twelve- year-old but sent to a freshman in high school 

from an aunt.  Clearly, a gift like this does not come from a thoughtful person, and sometimes it actually 

seems there is a touch of malice behind it.  Of the three kinds of gifts, the out-of-the-blue, useful one is 

clearly the most preferred, because nothing beats simultaneous surprise and pleasure.  
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Eleventh Street Espresso House 

 

My favorite place in Knoxville does not exist anymore.  Well, the building remains.  The owner 

still keeps a remnant of the coffee shop it once was.  Ten years ago, I could hear the chatter on the porch 

before I was out of the Fort Kid walkway that led to the front door of this historic Knoxville house.  

Never once did I see the three tables empty out front.  Most of the people were regulars, so stopping by 

for a cup of coffee was ever a time-consuming endeavor, as I was likewise a familiar face to them.  The 

stories I would hear entertained me so!  Seeing Harry, who now goes by Yosephina, was never dull 

because he might tell you about his mother, who was in the Israeli army; or the time he found a meat 

crumb in his spaghetti from Fazoli’s.  As I would see how upset he was to tell such a story, I easily 

imagined how he must have truly lost his mind at the restaurant.  Ricardo Moon frequented the 

coffeehouse too, with his animated descriptions of that “shit hole” he worked at, and how once he 

watched the call center fill up with smoke while the fire trucks arrived.  The supervisors supposedly 

refused to call for evacuation.  I’m not sure I believed that one, but he was so hilarious.  Indeed, upon 

opening the front door, to be enveloped by the aroma of fresh coffee and warm apple pie was a usual 

occurrence, luring you to the counter.  It was difficult to pass by the art displayed on the walls without 

getting lost in it, though.  Laurel had excellent taste, if she chose who exhibited their pieces.  I will never 

forget the set of colored pencil sketches.  They were impeccably photorealistic; appearing to be actual 

lined notebook paper with homework scrawled everywhere, and real-looking, miniature alligators 

crawling around on the paper, or fish flopping out of water.  The baristas also had excellent taste, but in 

music.  My favorite barista was a man also named Harry.  He still goes by that name.  He was working 

half the time I was there, and it seems every track he played would speak out to me.  It was at a moment 

like this, walking into the coffeehouse with Harry working, when I first experienced ‘love at first sound.’  

It was a song entitled “Low Estate,” and the dark accordion music and brooding vocals were enthralling, 

the lyrics intense.  The back porch of the coffeehouse was a balcony overlooking a rutted, paved area with 
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an amphitheatre of sorts toward the back.  On nice nights, the balcony would be filled with people 

socializing.  Even on cold nights, I could sit and enjoy myself alone.  I loved to go out there with my 

boyfriend, Pernell.  We would chase each other down the stairs and climb up the support beams back up 

to the door to the coffeehouse, tearing through the morning glories all the way up.  Pernell and I would 

hold hands and walk through the lot down below, sometimes stopping in the shaded amphitheatre to kiss.  

Then we would get refills of coffee and talk for hours.  Now the coffeehouse never has patrons, or at least 

I haven’t seen any.  I’ve heard Laurel still opens the shop every so often, mainly for acquaintances.  The 

balcony now overlooks a newly paved and brightly painted parking lot that charges an hourly rate, and the 

amphitheatre is gone.  I’m glad I have all the memories. 
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Christmas in the Smokies 
 

 

 

 

 

A Little Something for Everyone  
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The yuletide season is upon us again, the time for all-day shopping and hot cocoa by the fireplace 

with Christmas cartoons.  Whether you are taking the family on vacation or treating your loved one to a 

romantic getaway, there is no better place in East Tennessee than the exhilarating Smoky Mountains to 

revel in Christmas cheer.  From exciting dinner shows and rustic cabins, to scenic strolls and shopping, 

the Gatlinburg/Pigeon Forge area at the foot of the Smokies has nonstop enjoyment for everyone during 

the holidays.   

There is certainly plenty of lodging to be found.  If you want to be within walking distance of 

wacky museums and indoor skydiving, you can choose from the 

familiar chain hotels in Pigeon Forge.  You might also opt for a cozy 

bed-and-breakfast in Gatlinburg, where you can take a five-minute stroll 

to find fine art stores and candy shops with homemade fudge.  For a 

romantic rendezvous, why not make a lasting impression and rent a 

cabin tucked quietly away in the woods?  At Always and Forever, you 

can book a secluded, fully furnished, two-bedroom cabin for a surprisingly modest cost.  There is nothing 

as perfect as waking up in a toasty bed with a babbling creek and a blanket of snow right outside.  As an 

extra touch, request a cabin with a heart-shaped Jacuzzi.   

You cannot claim to have visited the Smoky Mountains if you have not spent a day shopping.  

You can do all of your holiday shopping for everyone on your list, and find gifts for yourself too.  Pigeon 

Forge and Gatlinburg have any shop you can imagine: whimsical, fine art, music, and even name-brand 

outlet clothing.  Smoky Mountain Knifeworks is a unique store in particular.  It is an enormous knife 

store for all the hunters, cooks, and knife collectors on your gift list.  If you want to bring home the real 

mountain spirit, you can refurnish your entire home with outstanding, artisan-crafted log furniture from 

Creekside Rustic Log Furniture in Gatlinburg.  The most beautiful part of the day, however, comes when 

your arms are exhausted from opening your wallet nonstop and you can let them relax as you wander 

around under the evening sky and see the incredible Christmas light displays that cover nearly every 

square inch of the area.  The displays range from classy to cute, and spectacular to charming.  One thing 

Always and Forever Cabin, Gatlinburg 
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is for sure: the Smokies is the place to be for Christmas lights sightseeing after a day of perpetual 

shopping. 

No matter the size of your crowd, be it just one lover or all the kids, their cousins, and the 

grandparents, everyone can enjoy a meal at one of dozens of excellent restaurants.  For the less 

adventurous, there are staples such as Waffle House and Texas 

Roadhouse.  You also have your choice of fast food, if you would rather 

spend more time having fun and less time eating.  If you are looking for 

authentic, Appalachian comfort food with no concern for your waistline, 

the famous Catfish Willies has a delicious menu.  Home-style breakfast 

nooks abound and quaint cafés are around every corner.  Indeed, the 

Smoky Mountain area is heaven for those who love to eat.  If you want to 

have loads of fun, though, Pigeon Forge has several elaborate theatre 

productions to entertain while you feast on dinner.  For a dinner show, the 

most popular spot is the Black Bear Jamboree, where an award-winning cast puts on a fantastic musical 

performance in full costume, complete with topnotch choreography.  With a five-star review, you can be 

sure your whole party will be happy after dinner.   

You have already demonstrated your impeccable taste and brought your family to East Tennessee 

for the holiday, but don’t forget the best part.  Be sure to put the cherry on the sundae and visit Gatlinburg 

and Pigeon Forge for a vacation to remember.  

 

  

Black Bear Jamboree 
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The Ineffectiveness of American Christians 

 

Christianity is one of the world’s major religions.  It spans all corners of the globe today, thanks 

to its many, dedicated adherents.  In America, there are two basic varieties of Christians.  The first group 

is comprised of people who recognize it as a way of living their own lives.  They are firm in their faith of 

the Bible, and they practice what they believe in, whether someone is paying attention or not.  They 

constantly strive to maintain a wholesome existence, they are quality parents, and in general, lead well-

balanced, fruitful lives.  A passerby would probably not know the faith of such a person unless a 

profound, personal discussion is engaged in.  It is estimated that these people make up only fifteen 

percent of the population of American Christians.  The other group, which is approximately eighty-five 

percent of American Christians, is a mishmash of all the others, mainly people with deep-set, 

psychological dysfunctions.  They do nearly no real good in the world, relative to their professed intent of 

making the quality of life better for humankind.  In fact, they are often counter-productive to this goal, as 

they often raise children to be bigots, haters, and hypocrites.  Their home lives are often hectic and 

frazzled, or otherwise filled with excessive selfishness or chaos.  Sometimes they resemble the well-

balanced Christians in a few respects, but contrast greatly in many; others seem to be of a different 

species altogether.  A passerby is always aware of the religious faith of these people.  These unbalanced 

Christians are divided into three sub-categories.  They are the fanatics, the fakers, and the finger pointers, 

and there are clear distinctions between the three. 

The fanatics comprise an estimated ten percent of American Christians.  Rather than focus on 

living this existence, every thought and action of theirs has innate in it the end result, which is to take the 

road to Heaven.  There are few documented instances of fanatics having read in its entirety the Holy Bible 

that they believe so wholeheartedly in.  Actually, they tend to focus predominantly on a small portion of 

the Bible, the words attributed to Jesus Christ.  These Christians are modest in dress and humbly 

groomed, and will always make clearly visible some sort of simple, 14-karat gold jewelry with a cross.  
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Fanatics find Christianity to be their sole source of comfort.  Many have had some heinous trauma in their 

lives at an early age, while others are generally insecure due to some kind of unbalance during childhood.  

As mature adults, many are in the lower middle class and have regular jobs in management or home 

business.  Because of their exaggerated sense of distorted compassion, they are the most benign of the 

unbalanced Christians, although under certain circumstances they can be very dangerous, such as when 

they picket or legally fight the activities of others and impede the freedom to live and grow, both 

physically and mentally.  If a new cult pops up with bizarre activities, such as drinking arsenic-laced 

Kool-Aid, it is certainly a group of fanatics at hand.  This is a prime (albeit extreme) example of the 

danger they potentially pose, because it takes merely a convincing leader to herd a group of fanatics and 

their unwitting children through a dark tunnel.  Fanatics enjoy traversing the planet in search of cultures 

in need, only to create a sense of dependency in these downtrodden people, for the purpose of obtaining 

new recruits to their “club.”  Of course, it is doubtful that a starving Haitian child cares whether they must 

make an English cult-like statement in order to eat.  Nevertheless, the manipulative quality is all but 

heart-warming.  Day-to-day life for average fanatics is purely church related, with frequent outdoor 

activities, such as hiking, picnics, and bike riding.  Their preferred media is purely Christian: gospel or 

similar themed music is all that is accepted, and talk radio is only heard from televangelists.  The 

statements, “Are you a believer?” or “Have a bless’d day!” indicate that the speaker is a fanatic, and it is 

unlikely that anyone who does not respond as expected to these statements will develop a healthy 

relationship with a fanatic.   Fanatics recognize finger pointers as such, and forgive them; but they are 

oblivious to (and thus the most lucrative of prey for) fakers.   

The fakers comprise an estimated seventy percent of the population of American Christians, and 

are divided further into two groups: the perspicacious predators (two percent of American Christians) and 

the wave-riding regulars (sixty-eight percent of fakers).  Obviously, the most extreme are the predatory 

fakers.  They are very powerful people.  Predatory fakers actively exploit others whenever the 

opportunities are appropriately constructed, or they manipulate the population majority to achieve status.  

They immensely enjoy dictating appropriate lifestyles and activities while themselves living contradictory 
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lives behind closed doors.  They are pretentious in dress and possessions, and spend great deals of money 

on preferred grooming habits.  Often they will have visible an ornate, gem studded golden cross, but only 

if it complements their other accessories.  They usually come from resourcefully shrewd families, where 

they learn during childhood to advance financially and socially at the expense of the less fortunate or 

intelligent.  They are ruthless in business, and in general are condescending, rude, and self-absorbed, 

unless it is beneficial to act otherwise.  They love to take advantage of naïve, fanatic Christians, in 

particular.  Usually upper-middle- to upper-class citizens (or appearing as such), they are almost always 

politicians, businessmen, and con artists, and the wives of such (or sometimes vice versa).  Televangelists 

are the most blatant examples of such wanton exploitation of others.  Pedophiles are also frequently 

discovered within this group of Christians, although these people make up a small niche and have their 

own gains to achieve, which is not financial or social status.  Of the three types of American Christians, 

fakers are the least likely to become belligerent when a debate of faith has commenced.  Of course, if 

another inquisition or holy war is at hand, predatory fakers will use the façade of faith to gain political 

territory by use of terror and bloodshed, while wave-riding regular joes and janes will cooperate to 

incredible extents, and even cheer the predators on as the world is made “a better place.”  Most American 

Christians are wave-riding regular joes.  There are no common threads in appearance or demeanor 

amongst them, seeing as American culture is so greatly varied and these people can be found within any 

niche.  The regular joes are unique among American Christians in that they have no ulterior motive 

behind faith, nor do they possess urgent adamancy in what they call their faith.  Their simple philosophy 

is that to deny Christ is to spend an eternity in Hell.  Because of this, they are not actively faking 

anything. What places them into the category of fakers is that they do not put thought or heart behind 

what they believe in; they simply just “do it,” and they do it to fit in.  They do not flaunt their faith, but in 

casual conversation they will claim to believe whatever their preferred clique or institution touts.  They 

are never personally guilty of exploitation by means of faith, although in masses, drones such as this 

unwittingly make up the army of choice for a predatory faker whose intent is to gain popularity or 

territory.  All fakers engage in regular, popular activities, such as bowling, golf, and sun tanning.  They 
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will even be seen making visits to fancy churches, if their circumstances warrant.  They listen to what 

their preferred company likes, often choosing one of three local radio stations that everyone else listens 

to.  When choosing close friends and companions, they are not concerned with the religious beliefs of 

others.  When something is to be gained politically or financially, a faker is heard saying, “I’m a good 

Christian!  See?” as they flash proof, such as a cross, a monogrammed Bible, or a perfect-looking family.  

Fakers are well balanced enough between career and home life, and their friends and companions are 

loyal, but they are the most likely to wonder what is missing as they age.  Fakers are the most common 

victim of finger pointers. 

Finger pointers thankfully comprise a mere five percent of the population of American Christians.  

Nearly always men, they spend their time vehemently accusing everyone else of sins, often on weekend 

evenings at social hotspots.  Their targets happen to be predominantly fakers, although they do not 

discriminate.  They will threaten the meekest of fanatics with eternal damnation, if one is spotted having 

fun.  Their faces are red during such tirades, and often they appear to be insane.  In public, they always 

have a button-up shirt tucked into trousers, sometimes with a tie.  With the exception of a wedding band, 

they do not wear jewelry, although there are no known married finger pointers at this time.  A finger 

pointer might be seen wearing a monk-like robe, although this type remains secluded in a stone building 

unless there is an urgent mission presented by God, such as a public figure or controversial facility that 

must be destroyed.  Finger pointers are always holier than the ones with which they converse, although 

their statements indicate a sense of humility that is clearly feigned.  When at home, which is most of the 

time, finger pointers spend their hours scouring the Bible in search of new justifications to reinforce their 

accusations.  In fact, many of these people have read the Bible from beginning to end, but they tend to 

cherry pick the most spiteful of passages to blare publicly.  They love to focus on trends in nature and 

claim that these are acts of God in retribution for our sinful culture.  An example of this is the aids plague, 

which by a normal person’s view might be nothing more than a parasitic enemy to humanity that must be 

battled scientifically.  The finger pointer will say society has been punished by God for allowing 

homosexuality.  They are frequently heard yelling to strangers, “You will burn for eternity unless you 
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repent!”  Finger pointers focus on emanating the wishes of God, while ignoring and misunderstanding the 

life wisdom offered in the Bible.  Usually living by choice at a poverty level, they have few possessions 

and no social lives.  Not surprisingly, of all American Christians, they have the most skeletons in their 

closets.  They are frequently guilty of having committed terrible acts in the past which cause exorbitant 

amounts of guilt, such as habitually cheating on their spouse or abusing their children.  Because they 

engage in excessive self-deprecation while spending years atoning, they feel they must force atonement 

upon the rest of the population, who surely has been as awful as they have at some point.  This is the most 

dangerous type of Christian.  When a medical clinic is bombed for no apparently logical reason, it is 

usually a self-righteous, “God-appointed” finger pointer at fault.   

While there is much to learn from the archetypes and lessons presented in the Bible, the majority 

of Christians fall into the three subcategories of fanatics, fakers, and finger pointers.  These groups 

grossly misunderstand or exploit the power of their religion.  Christianity is not a replacement for reality, 

and it is offensive that it is used as a front for personal gain.  The bullies who force their guilt and 

atonement down the throats of innocents are the most repulsive of all.  What a beautiful world this would 

be, if only Jesus Christ would walk again, as has been anticipated by every generation of mainstream 

Christians for two thousand years.  Perhaps the never-ending cycle of social problems would finally be 

corrected, although then there would not be much point in this wonderful human existence of personal 

growth, change, and achievement.  When will each Christian learn that true salvation comes from within 

for all individuals? 
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Middle Ground on Murder 

 

Abortion is currently permitted by law in the United States, but not everyone agrees that it should 

be.  In the past thirty years, the debate has incited assassinations, cold-blooded murders, and clinic 

bombings.  Abortion is the act of removing a human embryo or fetus from the uterus of a pregnant 

woman prior to the completion of a full term of pregnancy (Rich, 2009).  The first trimester of pregnancy 

occurs from the time a woman has her last menstrual cycle prior to pregnancy, through the next eight 

weeks (Rich, 2009).  This is the embryonic stage of pregnancy, which begins the moment a sperm and 

egg unite to form an embryo.  During this phase, an abortion can be performed non-surgically by use of 

prescription drugs (Rich, 2009).  Abortions occurring during the second and third trimesters differ in 

method because the embryo has now become a fetus, and also begins to bear great semblance to the 

human being it will soon develop to be.  For these reasons, abortions after the first trimester, while 

mentioned for the sake of those who cannot discriminate, are omitted from this discussion.  Abortion, 

specifically in the first trimester, should be expressly permitted by law without question or interference. 

Prior to 1973, obtaining a safe abortion from a doctor was difficult to impossible for many 

women due to state laws.  However, since January 22, 1973 in the Supreme Court decision in Roe v. 

Wade, prohibition of abortion has been illegal in the United States (Rich, 2009).  Opponents of abortion, 

called prolife, believe the act of ceasing a pregnancy is murder, regardless of the stage of development.  

(Jones, J, 2010).  The basis for their adamancy is religious dogma.  Proponents for the right to obtain an 

abortion, called prochoice, believe that women should have the right to control their own bodies.   

Pro-lifers provide some very compelling testimony in favor of banning all abortions.  One 

predominant argument is that the contents of the uterus of a pregnant woman qualify as a human being at 

all times, and this life is thus protected by Civil Rights and the Constitution of the United States of 

America.  Potential sentient beings have the unquestionable right to live.  Another blaring point pro-lifers 

carry is that there is always the option for a mother to give her child up for adoption.  When stated so 
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simply, the right for a child to live seems unarguable.  The most audacious claim of all is that abortion is a 

form of genocide.  This idea gains a great deal of attention, although it is shrouded in propaganda and 

conspiracy theory.   

The moment personhood legally begins varies from state to state, just as opinions on such vary 

from person to person.  There will never be a clear answer to this.  Regarding potential life, though, here 

are interesting trends in thought among prochoice activists.  One extensive study suggests that no typical 

woman is completely comfortable ending a dependent potential life form, but will make the choice in lieu 

of sacrificing other essential endeavors.  “Prochoice people tend to argue that the potential rights of the 

embryo or fetus at times must be sacrificed to the actual rights of the woman involved. (Luker, 2000)” An 

unexpected pregnancy is not a cut and dry issue, especially when you add to the equation that pregnancies 

between loving partners are not the only pregnancies that occur.  Decisions made in the wake of such a 

dilemmas are never easy.  There are far too many factors for any singular person to fathom.  

Prolife activists often cite the possibility of adoption as justification against abortion.  However, 

the problems presented for an abandoned child cannot be ignored.  Just as with any victim of a dreadful 

crime, the effects of abandonment indefinitely last a lifetime.  To begin with, there is no guarantee of a 

loving family or a family at all.  Assuming this does happen, adopted children still have physical 

differences as well as differences in personality and talents from their adopted families, which lead to 

feelings of separateness that begin very early in childhood (Rummig, 1996).  In these cases of such 

differences, the lack of a proper role model leads to identity problems as a child matures.  For instance, an 

artistic child adopted into a scientific family has nobody to show her an artistic way of life.  (Rummig, 

1996).  Such developmental issues are excruciatingly difficult to overcome.  The innate human need for 

intimacy is grossly sabotaged, as well.  “Because of their struggles with a variety of emotional issues and 

biological and genetic concerns, adoptees may face intimacy with trepidation…Many never feel close to 

anyone. (Pearson, 2007).”  Abandoned children experience struggles unlike those of people raised by 
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natural parent(s).  Therefore, the only legitimate voice for the unborn in this respect is those who have 

grown up having been coldheartedly abandoned. 

Much is to be said for the genocide comparison.  According to Merriam-Webster, genocide is 

defined as “the deliberate and systematic destruction of a racial, political, or cultural group.”  The French 

nation defines genocide nearly identically, but adds additional ambiguity to its definition by saying that 

genocide is also “the deliberate destruction of a group [of humans] determined by any other arbitrary 

criterion,” (Hunt 2010).  Supporters of the comparison of abortion to genocide freely admit to expanding 

the accepted definition of genocide, in the spirit of this French insertion of ambiguity, to include the 

group of humans not yet born, based on certain, specific criteria (Hunt, 2010).  In their accusation of 

genocide,  

The group of human beings intended for destruction "in whole or in part" is determined by size, 

age, degree of dependency, location, level of function and a vague, imposed condition of 

unwantedness; abortion therefore qualifies as genocide under the French definition, and that of a 

few other nations, because those criteria are all arbitrary as excluders from the human family. 

(Hunt, 2010)  

The questionable semantics surrounding the idea of actively “imposing” a lack of something 

(unwantedness) aside, this genocide concept is outrageous.  A traveling exhibit called the Genocide 

Awareness Project goes as far as visiting campuses around the country to demonstrate a horrific 

presentation.  They compare graphic photos of victims of real genocide through history with photos of 

aborted remains, including gut-wrenching images of late-stage aborted fetuses (Hunt 2010).  This is a 

very striking presentation, indeed.  Aside from the manipulation of an existing word that already bears 

heinous associations, one major flaw with the genocide comparison is inherent in the definition.  The 

phrase, “the deliberate and systematic destruction…” implies that a focused group of purposeful 

individuals is deliberately and systematically destroying something.  No evidence can be found that there 

is a group of individuals intent upon eradicating unborn humans.  No advertisements can be found 
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suggesting that pregnant people immediately destroy their infants.  To the contrary, evidence abounds in 

favor of unprepared pregnant women considering all legitimate options for the greater good of all.  For 

instance, if a teenager aspiring toward college discovers she is pregnant, obviously she bears more of a 

devastating burden than a happy housewife with a loving, supportive husband does.   

Kristin Luker is Associate Professor in the Department of Sociology at the University of 

California, San Diego. In a five-year study authored and published by Luker in 2000, more than 200 

abortion activists from both sides were extensively interviewed.  These people were carefully selected as 

having the most prominent reputations within the activism community, as well as the highest levels of 

activity relating to the cause.  A noteworthy highlight is the difference in stereotype (or lack thereof) 

which emerged between sides.  Eighty percent of the interviewees were women, and differed drastically 

in their fundamental views on life and self (Luker, 2000).  Men from either side showed little sign of 

difference between one another in background and world views (Luker, 2000) 

To summarize the relevant findings in Luker’s study, while “Keeping in mind the pitfalls inherent 

in statistical averaging (Luker, 2000),” 

• The picture of an average prolife-activist woman is that she has religion as the central 

part of her life, likely Catholicism; education is minimal by choice, often ending at high 

school; she married at seventeen, is unemployed, and at forty-four has at least three 

children, often more; family income is in the $30,000 range.   

• The average prochoice-activist woman is not centrally religious; her education is often 

beyond a Bachelor’s degree; she married at twenty-two, is professionally employed, and 

at forty-four has one or two children; family income is in the $50,000 range or higher.   

• Prolife women lean heavily toward defining gender roles specifically; for instance, the 

man’s business is in the outside world; the woman’s is inside the home.  They strongly 

view sex as ultimately procreative in function, and secondarily as a means of nurturing a 

loving relationship.  A family role (motherhood) is her single, ultimate goal.  Sex and 

parenthood are inseparable, hence the moral incorrectness in premarital sex.  Parenthood 
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is to be learned by doing, and preparation is not necessary.  Education and contraception 

are fuel to the fire of teenage pregnancy.  Certain contraception is abortifacient by nature, 

thus morally wrong.     

• Prochoice women feel gender equality must be recognized, and general rights and 

responsibilities are entitled to all who claim them.  She is usually married to someone of 

equivalent educational and professional status.  Sex is an intimate bonding experience 

that becomes better with practice.  Choosing the appropriate time to conceive (i.e., when 

the home situation is stable and the parents are prepared) is essential to raising a child 

who has good self-esteem and feels loved.  Morality is never a factor in contraception. 

The two sides do not get along with one another on personal levels.  Simply put, a woman’s 

stance on abortion is the marker for a myriad of cascading fundamental values (Luker, 2000).  Prolife 

women value religion, family, and motherhood most, whereas prochoice women value gender equality, 

independence, and opportunity most (Luker, 2000).  Regarding the women activists on both sides of the 

abortion debate, Luker superbly notes, “…the choices they have made lead them to believe that their own 

values are the most reasonable and appropriate ones for all women.” 

Many prochoice women disagree with abortions as a means of birth control.  “…But a woman 

who carelessly or capriciously conceives when she has the alternative of preventing pregnancy by the use 

of birth control is seen by prochoice activists as unjustifiably usurping the potential rights of the embryo 

by trivializing them. (Luker, 2000)” Seemingly in answer to this concern, a study in 2007 on abortion 

statistics indicates, “The researchers found no evidence of abortion being used as a primary method of 

family planning (Jones, R., 2007).”  Most women obtaining abortions after their first one were, in fact, on 

some form of contraception at the time of conception (Jones, R., 2007). This suggests that improvements 

in health care and proper education are necessary (Jones, R., 2007).  In fact, lack of proper education has 

historically caused many injustices, and correcting such flaws in civilization should always be a priority. 

We are not in the dark ages.  Outdated religious dogma akin to superstition should not dictate our 

choices as a civilization.  To the problem of uncared-for children, preventative maintenance is the answer; 
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education, the key; compassion, a gift.  Limiting one’s personal procreation should be considered as 

legitimate and morally correct, if not more so, than opting in favor of the potential for rampant 

procreation.  Our leaders who fail to guide the masses in a reasonable direction should be held 

accountable and face judgment.  As free people in America, we should be permitted to live and grow 

without the oppression of those who would choose to control us for their own benefit.  Textbooks teach us 

that the Renaissance ended in the 17th century, but evidence suggests a new one is happening.  With the 

tools of communication, medicine, and science, we can choose whether to be parasites to our planet or 

stewards.  We can infest the planet via overpopulation and exploitation, or we can nurture our wonderful 

world of finite resources like it has nurtured us for millennia.  We can replicate and consume without 

abandon like maggots, or we can embrace life and one another, and dance in sync like fireflies.  Abortion, 

specifically in the first trimester, should be expressly permitted by law without interference from the 

masochists who enjoy entrapment or the sadists who entrap.  
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